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Dear Readers, this is Volume One of the Ashley Jones Q&A Archives. 
Each month you will be sent the next volume. So keep checking your inbox. 

Regards 
Steve Thompson  
Getstrength.com 
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Hi Ashley I have a question about power lifting and athletics in sprints have 
been doing d/lifts, bench ,squats,4yrs with 3 sets of 5 rps going up by 10 kilos at 
a time until either to heavy or form drops out then dropping the sets and rps to 
suit .my best d/lift is 200 kilos 2-2 rps squat 180 kilo 1-2rps bench 180 2-2rps 
with suit and wraps on .this made me stronger and faster out of the blocks in 
which I am still winning pro races at the age of 46 . just got some mini bands 
no1 from you guys and started using them on the three lifts with just the bar 
until have form to move some weight, was thinking of going up by 5 kilos a 
week over 4weeks which is 40kilos with bands . remove the bands starting at 
40 kilos 3-5rps going up by 10 kilos 4 weeks 80 kilos, then with bands drop 
weight by 20 kilos to accommodate bands 3-5 rps going up by 5 kilos after 4 
weeks is 80 kilos with bands how does this sound just wanting to know if going 
right direction and hoping bands will make me stronger and faster out of 
blocks. We also do hill training and sandhills and sleds for sprinting in off 
season which we are now thank you Paul 

 

Hey Paul, thanks for your question, just to clarify, I am not employed by Get 
Strength, I provide the answers as a free services to interested people, in using 
bands ideally you will work off of a percentage of your best lift, this starting 
percentage is not set in stone, I have some of my rugby players who start a 
cycle of band use using 40% whilst other will use 50% to begin with, so I would 
look at your progressions for bench press like this: 

 

week 1 50% + bands 8 x 3 reps 

week 2 52.5% + bands 8 x 3 reps 

week 3 55% + bands 8 x 3 reps 

week 4 50% + 2 bands 6 x 3 reps 

week 5 52.5% + 2 bands 6 x 3 reps 

week 6 55% + 2 bands 6 x 3 reps 
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and squat like this: 

 

week 1 60% + 1 light bands 10 x 2 reps 

week 2 62.5% + 1 light bands 10 x 2 reps 

week 3 65% + 1 light bands 10 x 2 reps 

week 4 60% + 1 medium bands 8 x 2 reps 

week 5 62.5% + 1 medium bands 8 x 2 reps 

week 6 55% + 1 medium bands 8 x 2 reps 

Cheers, Ash 

Hi Ashley, 

I am currently using Defranco's WS4SBIII program and I am delighted with the 
results thus far however he gives little in the direction as to how to rotate the 
primary lower body ME and DE lifts. I do understand that it is important to 
change these lifts every 1-3 weeks but I am wondering in your opinion what 
would be the best options for a halfback. 

At present for the ME lifts I have been doing 2 weeks of parallel box squats, 2 
weeks of sumo style deads, 2 weeks of 2" below parallel and 2 weeks of 
conventional dead lifts and then repeating the cycle. I always work up to a 
either a 1RM or 3RM and each week I’m still setting new PRs . 

As for the DE movements I have been doing box jumps going for 2 weeks 
followed by 2 weeks of weighted vert jumps (nothing in excess of 40lbs) and 
repeating the cycle. 

Also just out of curiosity I understand that Defranco, like Louie Simmons, is not 
a fan of Olympic lifts however he neglects to include any good mornings in the 
WS4SBIII protocol, yet Louie loves them. Any idea as to why they do not figure 
among the lower body ME movement selections? 

Thanks for providing an excellent site and fielding our questions  

Paddy 
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PS:  The gym I’m currently using has limited equipment so I do not have access 
to any of the fancy barbells, nor do I have any bands however I will be getting 3 
sets of chains in the next week and any input as how I can incorporate them in 
the ME/DE lower body training would also be greatly appreciated. 

Hey Paddy, glad to hear you are following a quality program in DeFranco's, if 
more rugby players took the time to understand the value of programs such as 
this one they strength training issues would disappear overnight.  

As to your questions, firstly with the ME training days, I feel for rugby players it 
is better to hold the exercises over a slightly longer adaptation phase of three 
weeks and to micro manage over those three weeks by following a 5RM, 3RM 
and finally 1RM protocol then changing the movements and going back to a 
5RM to begin the next three week mini cycle, I would include the good 
morning as one of your options in the ME lower body group, even a 
Simmons/Combo Good Morning is an excellent additional exercise, alternating 
between a box squatting movement and then a pulling/hamstring/glute/lower 
back movement would be great as you are doing: 

Box Squats at parallel 

Good Morning Combo 

Box Squats at 5 cms below parallel 

Rack Deadlifts 

Box Squats at 5 cms above parallel 

Good Mornings 

That is 18 weeks of variation, before you may want to cycle through the same 
list again. 

As to your use of chains I would use them on the DE day and maybe cycle them 
over a 3 week period keeping the percentage of maximum the as per bar 
weight and add a set of chains per week, then increase the percentage of 
maximum by 2.5% or 5% and cycle up in chain weight again, as long as you can 
maintain the speed of the bar. 
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I use a lot of jumps in my player's training and often super set them with the 
DE exercise a selection of these are below: 

Knees to feet jumps 

Box jumps 

Jump outs with a band 

Depth jumps 

Seated box jumps 

I would also use the Olympic lifts on DE days and super set the jumps with 
them. Go well and enjoy, thanks for such a well thought out intelligent 
question,  

Cheers, Ashley 

Hi  

Following your off season programs I have managed to put on a fair bit of 
muscle and I thank you, but unfortunately due to injury and illness I have lost a 
fair bit. The thing is I am in season, so I was wondering if there is any way to 
pack on muscle during the season. My legs have always been fine in terms of 
size; I need upper body size, particularly the traps.  

Thanks, John 

Hi John and glad that the programs have been of use to you, it is very hard to 
add upper body mass during season with the demands of the game and 
recovery, we attempt to bypass this by maintaining a higher rep per set 
strategy, instead of our usual three week program of: 

Week 1: 6,5,4 Week 2: 5,4,3 Week 3: 4,3,2 

we would use: 

Week 1: 10.8.6 Week 2: 8,6,4 Week 3: 7,5,3 

For our players that need more work on maintaining size in the upper body, we 
will still do our usual reps for lower body training, we also try and get an extra 
upper body workout in on a Thursday for a Saturday game, combining it with 
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some lower body power work, Usually we will do a 2 x Upper body push pull 
super set on a Monday or a Tuesday (4 exercises in total) then just a single 
upper body push pull superset to accompany the lower body power program 
on a Thursday, hope this gives you a lift in the areas you are needing, ] 

Cheers, Ash 

Hey Ashley, 

Really appreciate the site, it's nice to find somewhere with a lot of rugby 
related training info. Anyhow, I play rugby (back row) for my Medical School 
here in the U.K. and we've just moved into sevens season, training on 
Wednesdays and tournaments on Saturdays. I was wondering what your ideas 
were on sevens specific strength and conditioning, and whether they differ 
from your approach to 15's training. How many weights session would you 
recommend per week, and would you incorporate speed work? I've been 
following Coach Defranco's WS4SB III programme, but it seems hard to fit into 
our current training schedule. 

Cheers in advance 

Ben 

Hey Ben and thanks for the feedback, DeFranco's interpretation and 
implementation of the West Side principles is a superb contribution and I 
would suggest that anyone who wants to be ahead of the pack put some time 
into training in this style. As for your schedule with Medical School, and 
training and games it is indeed difficult to get in the required number of 
sessions each week, I would incorporate the speed day elements of the West 
side program so weight train 2 times per week during the season and use the 
entire program during the off season or you could utilise the program I posted 
here combining both speed and power in the one program, here is the 
program side of the article: 

Dynamic Movement Warm up 

Micro Fastfoot Ladders and Quicken Micro and Mini hurdle sequences 

Medicine Ball throws and acceleration sprints over 10 – 15 metres 
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Depth or Box Jumps in gym 

Assisted sprints utilizing short (mini slingshot overspeed trainers)and/or long 
(slingshot overspeed trainers) bungees cords 

Power Snatch from blocks set at knee height, Block Cleans or Jump Squats (6 
sets of 3 reps at 30 – 40%) 

Maximal velocity work over 30 – 60 metres 

Clean or Snatch Pulls from the floor or Band Box Squats (6 sets of 3 reps at 60 
– 80%) 

Resisted speed efforts utilizing either pro power speed resistors, power 
speed chutes, power speed sleds, these are often performed with a contrast 
sprint after the loaded sprint 

Trap Bar Dead lifts or Front Squats (6sets of 3 reps at > 90% 1RM loading) 

This entire speed and power complex training is completed inside of 60 
minutes 

An upper body speed strength day would compliment this program and I 
would schedule that for whichever day suits even the Friday as a number of 
fitness coaches I know are doing an upper body workout the day before the 
game as a primer but also it appears to have no adverse effect on 
performance, the caveat being low volume and high intensity, I do believe that 
speed and repeated speed are essential elements of any rugby program, you 
could put the repeated speed into the Wednesday training session with your 
team,  

Cheers, Ash 

Dear Ash,  

I got my back squat (parallel) up to about 95 kgs for 5 reps. My form though 
has gotten a lot worse as the weight has gone up. 

I have problems with my back rounding (I’m working on stretching) and 
problems with falling over backwards when I go close to parallel (I hear 
ham/quad strength imbalance and flexibility) 
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I was wondering if it would work ok to switch to Front Squats for a bit (my back 
doesn’t round and I don’t fall over on these) while I work on my flexibility and 
Hamstring strength, and then slowly reintroduce back squats a few weeks 
down the line or whenever I’m able to do them. 

Are front squats an in superior lift in terms of getting in shape for sport? Does 
my plan sound ok? 

I can make up for the reduced level of ham/hip/glute involvement in Front 
Squats by using GHRs/Leg Curls/SLDL. 

My program will look like this (Bill Starrs 5x5): 

Monday: 

Bench 5x5 

Front Squat 5x5 

Seated Row 5x5 

Glute Ham Raise 3 x 8 

Wednesday: 

Deadlift 4x5 

Military Press 4x5 

Front Squat 4x5 (Light) 

Friday: 

Bench 5x5 

Front Squat 5x5 

Seated Row 5x5 

Glute Ham Raise 3 x 8 

Tricep Pushdown 3x10 

Db Curl 3x10 
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Hi there Jamie, sounds from your letter that you should be writing this column, 
you are right on the money, actually there are a lot of coaches that teach the 
front squat first, I like this approach since as you say, it keeps the person more 
upright, it also allows in my opinion a person to go deeper into the squat as 
well, and a major plus of the front squat is that it is the receiving position for 
the clean so there is a structural advantage in learning the front squat as well 
as a psychological advantage, since if you can front squat say 25 kgs more than 
you can clean once you rack the clean you know you have the leg strength to 
be able to stand up with the weight, the front squat is not an inferior exercise 
in any terms and in a lot of ways maybe a superior exercise for athletic 
performance, cheers, Ashley 

Hi Ashley 

I am a Strength and Conditioning coach from St Alban's College in South Africa. 
I have attended two meetings of yours here in our country and really enjoyed 
the simple yet effective approach of your training philosophy and have 
employed it effectively in to our Rugby Strength and Conditioning Program that 
plays a dual role as it is also an integral part of our well structured Phys Ed 
curriculum. 

My question to you is regarding rotator cuff training. 

Which would be a better option for young Rugby Athletes regarding rotator 
cuff exercises 

1. A circuit type regime? 

2. A pure strength emphasis?  

3. or the 5 x 5 approach? 

Best regards 

Diederick 
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Hi Diederick, and thank you for your kind words, in regards to the training of 
the rotator cuff group of muscles I would use a straight sets approach initially 
with a higher rep range say 3 x 10 - 15 and alternate this with a lower strength 
range of 4 x 6 or 5 x 5, I tend to use exercises such as Cuban Press, made 
popular by Coach Charles Poliquin, and then super set that with overhead 
shrugs, a range of the Dumbbell exercises are also very useful as are cable and 
there band movements, but I also believe that the program should be 
progressive and that a person should not just stay on the one modality ad 
infinitum but should experiment with a range of techniques till they find the 
regime that works best for them,  

Cheers, Ashley 

Hi  

What do you regard as the ideal sets and reps, rest intensity ratio for a strength 
power phase and also the sets and reps for a strongman circuit on pitch? 

Really enjoy your website  

Cheers  

Steve Richards  

Ulster Rugby Academy  

Strength & Conditioning Coach  

Hi Steve,  

I do not use a power phase but I use power workouts on a regular basis, I 
integrate power into many elements of the training year, often I will alternate 
between 3 x 5 with 60% and 5 x 3 with 80%, or will incorporate a plyometric 
contrast with a heavier attempted acceleration compound movement, say 
block power cleans to 80% with knees to feet jumps, with strongman work I 
use usually time say 1 minute on 1 minute off in pairs and then jog to the next 
event and a circuit usually lasts about 45 mins in off season, do not use in 
season, 

Cheers, Ashley 
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G'day Ashley I don’t have any rugby questions as I am into Aussie rules. But I 
have questions on building up muscle I have a set of dumbbells @ home which 
include 4 x 1.25kg and 4 x 2.5kg, I was wondering what kind of sets I should be 
doing to take effect? Can I also build muscle by doing weights until I can no 
more? Or does that do damage?  

Thanks mate 4 taken your time in answering 

Harry  
South Australia 

Hi Harry, the concept of building muscle is quite interesting in that each person 
adapts slightly differently, so the reality is that you need a deal of time to go 
through the trial and error phase to work out what works best for you, but in 
saying this you must place an overload on the muscles before an adaptation 
can occur. So irrespective of whether you are doing a one set to momentary 
concentric muscle failure, or performing what has been used as a beginners 
program of 3 x 12 on a range of movements, you must gradually add either 
initially reps or sets and then load onto the training equipment, to improve. So 
you will need to invest in some heavier DB's with time, or go to a commercial 
gym where you have a wide range of exercises to work with. It is okay to work 
to muscular failure although you will experience a high degree of muscle 
soreness, it will not damage your muscles. I like to use the basics to build size, 
Squats, Dead Lifts, Bench Press, Bentover Row and Shoulder Press will be the 
movements to use, and a set and rep scheme of 4 sets of 6 - 8 reps and see 
how that goes,  

Cheers,  

Ashley 

Hi Ash, enjoyed your Day in the life of Strength Coach Article, simple straight to 
the point and you even included some of your “personal” things in their like 
breathing meditation which was cool!!!  

How would I be able to get a programme from you Ash for league season? I’m 
keen to get some from you so I can 1) learn more this is the major reason 2) 
improve my performance, I’m no kiwi league player and don’t intend to be 
however I have my own version of personal excellence that I aspire to!  
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I realize this maybe a big ask but if you don’t ask you don’t get and hey I can 
handle a No J  

Anyway brother thanks for your writings they are a nice simple effective read 
without the EGO that comes through from other professional’s articles!  

Enhancing Human Performance Ltd 

Spida Hunter 

Performance Trainer/NZ Fitness Expert 

Hi Spida, thanks for your feedback, I am sorry but I cannot design you a full 
program, but if you glean the basics form my articles and send me a program 
that you have put together I would be happy to adjust a few things if I thought 
it would make it better, again just stick with the basics and you cannot go 
wrong, my whole career I have emphasised that the key to programming is to 
do the ordinary things extraordinarily well, I see a lot of programs that are just 
far too complicated to get results, cheers, ash 

Hey Ashley, 

How is it going? First of all I have to give you some credit on your articles they 
are fantastic.  

To introduce myself I am Dustin and I play scrumhalf here in the united states, I 
have been on the fringes of the u18,u19, and u20 national set up for some time 
now and I was wondering if you could help me out a bit. 

What I’m looking for is maybe some exercises or programs that the pro scrum 
halves use to a.)Strengthen their pass b.) Increase pass distance and c.) Make 
the pass overall more explosive and quicker. 

Right now I have a pretty decent pass off both hands and I try to spend as much 
time as possible passing, I can pass about 18m off my right hand and 17m off 
my left hand straight off the ground, without the scrum half hop. I am basically 
looking for exercises that strengthen the pass overall. 

I know you probably get a ton of emails and are very busy with the crusaders, 
but if you could answer this question for me I would greatly appreciate it! 
Thank you Ashley. Dustin 
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Hi there Dustin, glad you have got something out of the posts to date, we 
specifically use the Gilbert weighted rugby ball for a lot of our pass specific 
strength training, just be careful since the laws of specificity come into play 
with the strengthening of a skill activity and if you do too much of the 
weighted ball work it may work against you, sets of 5 passes with the weighted 
ball then sets of 5 with the regular ball would work well, I will check with our 
rugby development managers and see what specific drill they have and will 
forward them on via this site, cheers, and all the best, Ashley 

Hi Ashley, 

My name Matias from Argentina, I’m a 23 year old rugby player, midfield back, 
1.78 cm 90kg. I play in Argentina premier Division and I’m also a IRANZ 
graduate from February 2007.  

I have been struggling for a couple of years with a tendinopahty on the patella 
tendon caused by a misbalance in the quad, the outside side muscles are more 
powerful than the inside muscles.  

Recently by suggestion of my physio I bought a Globus muscle stimulator to 
train the specific muscles and I wanted to ask you how I can combine the work 
in the gym (mini squats, legs extensions, step ups) with muscle stimulator work. 

I’ve read a research from French scientists of muscle stimulation on elite rugby 
players, but they don’t specify if the players continue with gym work or just 
only rugby training.  

I’ll attach the research if you want to read it. 

Many Thanks, regards. 

MATIAS 

Thanks for your details and the pdf file of the research study with the EMS, I 
really feel that isolated use of EMS is not warranted and that it should be a 
supplement to an overall strength program, to ensure transfer of strength to 
rugby activities which are never just isolated single muscle events,, so I would 
definitely be following a comprehensive strength/power program whilst 
undergoing EMS treatment, you could use it as a potentiator prior to the 
strength training, so firing the motor units with the EMS and then training 
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them in multi join compound movements, and then also potentially as a 
recovery technique post training as well, all the best with your treatment and 
training,  

Ashley 

Hi Ash, 

My name is Gavin. I am in collage in Ireland and play rugby for Buccaneers a 
second division AIL team.  

I am 20 years of age and my weight is 96 kg. Height is 1.80m. My position a 
little bit undecided as I play 7 and 1st centre and occasionally at hooker. I take 
part in three squad sessions a week and a match at the weekend.  

I would like to add in another two to three sessions for gym and fitness. My aim 
is to tone up and get a bit quicker on my feet and I would be grateful if you 
could provide me with a programme to accomplish this. 

Many thanks  

Gavin.  

Hi Ash, 

My name is Paul I am 20 years of age, I am currently playing with buccaneers a 
division 2 side in Ireland and some of my team mates advised me to contact 
you to help me to get weights and fitness program. 

Currently I am weighing in between 83 Kg and 85 Kg, 178 cm height. 

I`m looking to bulk up while maintain my fitness. I was wondering if you could 
help me achieve this. 

I am currently training 3 times a week and have 1 game a week, I would like to 
do 3-4 gym sessions a week and if you think this is too much could you advised 
me otherwise. I have just come back from a broken leg so I’m really trying to 
bulk my legs up. It would be much appreciated if I could hear back from you. 

Best regards 

Paul  
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Hi Gavin and Paul, I know you sent me separate email questions but I can deal 
with your questions together as you both come from the same club in Ireland 
as well maybe you can pass the material on to your fellow players and get 
together and train in the gym as well. 

Mondays – Full Body Strength  

Select exercises (4 in total) from options chart, stay with same exercises for 3 
weeks, then select similar but different exercises and start the three week 
program again 

1 x Olympic or Hamstring/Lower Back 

1 x Bilateral or Unilateral Squat 

1 x Upper Body Vertical or Horizontal Push 

1 x Upper Body Vertical or Horizontal Pull 

Weeks    Size Group   Strength/Power 

1              8,6,4   6,5,4 

2   5 x 5   5,4,3 

3   6 x 4   4,3,2 

Tuesdays or Wednesday – Speed/Power complex (Alternating speed activities 
with gym based power training.) 

Group 1 – Band Box Squat/1/4 Explosive Squat/Band Power Sprinter/Jump 
Split Squats 

Group 2 – Power Tackler/Block Clean or Pull/Power Snatch/Hammer Push-Pull 

Group 3 – Rack Split Jerk/Jammer/Band or Weight Release Bench Press/Push 
Press 

Group 4 – Box Jumps/Knees to Feet Jumps/Seated to Box Jumps/Band 
Horizontal Jump 
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Alternate each week: 

Weeks 1 & 3 – 5 sets of 3 reps 

Weeks 2 & 4 – 3 sets of 5 reps 

Thursday – Upper Body  

1 x Upper body Horizontal Push Pull super sets 

1 x Upper Body Vertical Push Pull super sets 

Select exercises (4 in total) from options chart, stay with same exercises for 3 
weeks 

Weeks  Size Group  Strength/Power 

1   8,6,4   6,5,4 

2   5 x 5   5,4,3 

3   6 x 4   4,3,2 

For the footwork we always include a lot of ladder sequences into a 10 - 15 
metreacceleration during our speed warm ups, we will do ballistic movements 
first, either plyo jumps or KB swings or MB throws then into the gym for 
exercise group 1, then outside for assisted speed work then back into the gym 
for group 2 exercises, then outside again for maximal speed work then back 
into the gym for group three then back outside for resisted methods and finally 
to the gym to complete the speed power combo session. Hope this helps you 
guys out and all the best for your season,  

Cheers, Ash 

Hello Ashley, First of all I want to thank you, because of all the guidance that 
you have been giving me and everyone with this website throughout this years. 

I´ve been following your Big rocks approach to Off Season training. Now as 
most of the Southern Hemisphere I´m starting the pre-season training, I would 
like to know, what is the biggest difference between off season and pre-season 
training? Is it ok to do the speed and the aerobic/anaerobic conditioning of the 
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Off season during pre-season? And if you could have a pre-season training 
program shown it would be awesome!!!  

Thanks again for everything you do for rugby! Nick 

Hey Nick, thanks for that, if I can help just one person it is a joy for me, so let's 
see, depending on what you need most going into pre-season is what you need 
to spend a majority of time on. One big area is increasing game specifics, with 
possible anaerobic games, if you can get a few people together it is a much 
better way to train with ball in hand and increasing awareness through spatial 
and visual acuity, we have a few we use regularly, some of these are: 

Goal Line “D” 

Attackers have 2 extra players than defenders. 

Attack starts 5 metres away from goal line place another cone 2 metres out 
from goal line the defenders cannot move out past this cone, attackers just 
have to run across the line to score they do not have to ground the ball, if an 
attacker is tagged (2 handed) the ball is passed back to the 5 metre line to start 
the next attack, attackers have 2 minutes to score as many points as possible, 
any time the ball is dropped, knocked on, passed forward that attacking raid is 
finished and the ball has to go back to the 5 metre line to go again. 

Offside Touch 

First pass must always go back then attack to furthest try line, attacking team 
gets 2 touches, after 2nd touch turnover, ball can be passed after the restart 
pass in any direction, to ensure everyone is working all the time all the 
attacking team must be inside the 22m area before the try can be scored, the 
team that scores retains possession and defending team must push inside the 
attacking half way line otherwise the try is worth 2 points, another version is 
man on man where you can only tag your partner and vice versa, plus you can 
add a sweeper that can tag anyone as well, can be played as a kicking game 
grubber kicks only and no running with the ball post reception of the grubber 
kick. 
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Speed Ball 

Played with a soccer ball, normal soccer rules apply but if you can catch the 
ball on the full you then play on for three touches with normal touch football 
rules applying after the 3rd touch the ball is dropped and neither the defender 
or attacker involved in that last play are allowed to touch the ball. The same 
rule applies for forward pass or knocked on ball. Play on full field. 

One Touch 

Best played across the field 50m line to try line being sidelines, both teams 
start on the sidelines (now try lines) one in possession the other being 
defenders, normal touch rules apply attackers only get one play when touched 
they all have to sprint back to their respective try line before they can push up 
in D, the new attacking team must pass once from the breakdown and then 
play continues in same fashion. Upon a try being scored the scoring team stays 
in possession and both teams swap side and restart from the try lines. 

Drop Off Touch 

Normal touch rules apply, other than when a person makes a touch he has to 
sprint around his own goal posts before being eligible to be on D again, 
attacking team gets 6 touches, no kicking is allowed. 

Cone Ball 

Field set up with cones on the junction of the 22m both ends and the 50m lines 
with the 5 m lines; this is when you are playing on the full field playing across 
the field. Scoring is as follows if you run the ball in and put it down on a cone 5 
points, if you score other than putting the ball on a cone 3 points and if you 
receive a grubber kick in the scoring area you get 1 point. Ball must be passed 
backwards at all times, you get 2 touches and then have to hand the ball over, 
you can grubber to yourself and to another players once per possession. 

You can of course do the speed sessions and anaerobic sessions as per the off 
season but since you are doing more technical tactical work you may just want 
to cut back on the number of sessions.  

Strength training shifts more to a power base with something similar to the 
following: 
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Power Play 

A simple and basic approach to in season power training for all sports 
specifically rugby. Alternate weekly between two different set/rep/load 
protocols. 

In the first week utilize a schedule based on light and fast, an inter muscular 
co-ordination approach (Schmidtbliecher): 3 x 5 @ 60% of max, light and fast 

The next week utilize a heavier load with attempted acceleration, even if the 
bar does not move fast you are still selectively recruiting the fast twitch motor 
units, an intra muscular co-ordination approach (Schmidtbliecher): 5 x 3 @ 
80% of max, compensatory acceleration (Hatfield) 

Now for the exercises, select one exercise from each group: 

Explosive Rotational  Explosive Pull  Explosive Push  Explosive Squat 

Hammer Push/Pull 

Power Tackler 

Rotational Jammer 

Clean 

Snatch 

Pull 

Band Bench Press 

Push Press 

Jammer 

Band Squat 

¼ Speed Squat  

Jump Squat 

There are many derivations from these four exercises per group, so it is up to 
you to select the movements that provide you with the best results. 
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Another way to organize your program is to select from only three (3) 
categories as below. Then superset a plyometric exercise immediately after the 
main movement for each category; for example; Band Box Squat then Box 
Jumps. 

Group 1 – Band, weight release or chain Box Squat/1/4 Explosive Squat/Band 
Power Sprinter/Jump Split Squats  

Lower Plyos – Box Jumps/Knees to Feet Jumps/Seated to Box Jumps/Band 
Horizontal Jump 

Group 2 – Power Tackler/Block Clean or Pull/Power Snatch/Hammer Push-Pull 

Lower Plyos – Box Jumps/Knees to Feet Jumps/Seated to Box Jumps/Band 
Horizontal Jumps 

Group 3 – Rack Split Jerk/Jammer (conventional or rotational)/Band, Weight 
Release or chain Bench Press/Push Press 

Upper Plyos – Clap Chest Push ups, Push Up Jumps to box, Drop Push Ups, 
Medicine Ball Crossover Push ups 

This can be performed as a circuit or just as a series of super sets. 

Hope that helps you out Nick, go well and have a great season ahead, ash 

hey Ash, I have read through most your articles and find my training to be quite 
different even though I am still training for rugby so my goals are almost the 
same as most others. My training consists of three day a week workouts with 
my rest days for body weight circuits and cardio. I break my training in to one 
upper body day, one lower body day, and one whole body day. I also try and 
start one or two of my session with a power lift. 

Please let me know what you think of it as I am desperate to excel and reach 
rep level in the next few years. I am trying to build up muscle mass whilst trying 
to cut down my fat. I am a backrower/ centre weighing in at 81 and that after a 
big meal. I am also a personal trainer so getting in to the gym is no issue. Any 
help would be hugely appreciated as I am at a point where I feel I am gaining 
little out of my training and struggling to change it whilst still keeping my sport 
specific lifts. 
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Day 1 - Snatch 

Back squat or front squat 

Goodmorning 

Deadlift 

Day 2 - Flat bench b/b 

Incline bench d/b 

Deadlift 

Machine row superset with bent over row 

Machine shoulder press superset with upright row. 

Day 3 - Power clean 

Squat 

Incline bench b/b 

Chins 

Bentover row 

Seated shoulder press b/b 

Upright row  

Any advice would be awesome.  

Thanks. Stefan 

P.S. being a trainer trying to get in to strength and condition and rugby specific 
training I find your articles and information on this site extremely helpful. Keep 
up the great work. 

Hi Stefan, and thanks very much for your kind words, I hope that I can assist a 
few people along the way, it is often a difficult path, with lots of side tracks and 
let me tell you I have been down quite a few of those, so if I can keep just one 
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on the highway, although I must admit some of those side tracks have been 
quite scenic.  

If you are trying to gain more mass I would probably advise you to do at least 2 
full body and even possibly three per week, or go full body Monday and Friday 
and a more extensive upper body only program on Wednesday. Thanks for 
listing the exercises but you have not told me what your rep and set structure 
is. I have my guys on the following if I want them to gain more mass: 

Week 1 - 8,6,4 

Week 2 - 5 x 5 

Week 3 - 6 x 4 

IN season for most players we follow the following unless there is a need for 
continued emphasis on mass gain: 

Week 1 - 6,5,4 

Week 2 - 5,4,3 

Week 3 - 4,3,2 

Then we select new exercises and repeat the weekly sequence, irrespective of 
whether it is inseason or in off season. 

I like a very basic program and feel that 4 or 5 exercises per session works well, 
I also like to start the day with an explosive movement, like you have listed, my 
suggested program would look like this: 

Full Body - 3 Days per week 

Monday   Wednesday   Friday 

Power Snatch Clean Pulls   Power Clean 

Back Squat  Combo Good Morning Front Squats 

Good Morning Incline Bench Press Dead Lift 

Bench Press  Chins    Push Press 
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Bent Over Row Upright Row 

Or Full Body - Monday/Friday and Upper Body only on Wednesday 

 

Monday   Wednesday – Upper Body Friday 

Power Snatch  Incline Bench Press  Power Clean 

Back Squat  One Arm DB Row   Front Squats 

Good Morning DB Flat Bench Press  Dead Lift 

Bench Press  Upright Row    Push Press 

Bent Over Row Chins 

All the best and have a great year ahead,  

Cheers, ash 

Hi Ash, 

In a couple of your articles for aerobic/anaerobic conditioning you have split 
your sessions into 3 areas 1-Repeated Speed, 2- Hill Repeats, 3- Fartlek/X 
country is that so you get an all round balance? 

If I’m wanting to do 2-4 conditioning sessions would I best using this format in 
my off-season program? Just that like your article on rocks off season approach 
I’m looking to do an all round program including 3 days strength workouts. 

What examples would be the best for each of the 3 group’s gym and field 
based? And how would you determine what sessions you would put them into 
in regards to repeated speed, Hill repeats and Fartleks/X country. 

Regards Ben 

Hi Ben, here are some options that we would use for both repeated speed and 
hill repeat sessions, we would do a cross country run over a varied terrain as 
well, this could be a 20 minute initial and increasing each week, we usually do 
repeated speed on a Monday, Hill Repeats on a Wednesday and the Cross 
Country on a Friday, we would do a fullbody weight session either on the 
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morning with the running in the pm or if this proves too much do the full body 
program in the gym on the off days, our full body plan looks like this: 

1 x Olympic 

1 x Squat 

1 x Hamstring/Lower Back 

1 x Upper Body Push/Pull super set 

Loading is usually lower body 

week 1 - 4 x 6 

week 2 - 5x 5 

week 3 - 6 x 4 

And upper body: 

week 1 - 4 x 6 

week 2 - 6 x 6 

week 3 - 6 x 4 

Running examples, select one for each workout, cheers, Ashley 

Repeated Speed: 

20 x 40secs on 20secs rest distance based on 110% of VO2 max from 2,400m 
time trial range 150m to 220m 

30 x 100 m every 60 seconds 

5 minute continuous run then 5 x 10 x 50m every 30 secs with a 2.5 minute 
walk recovery between sets, then 5 minute continuous run 

5 minute continuous run, then ladder 25m, 50m, 75m, 100m, 125m, 150m, 
175m, 200m, then down the other side walk back recovery between each x 2 
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20 x 100m every 45 seconds, 20 x 50m every 30 seconds, 20 x 25m every 15 
seconds (2 minute break between sets) 

200m in 40seconds rest 20 seconds, 100m in 20seconds rest 40 seconds x 10 

1200metres @ VO2 max pace 

Jog 75metres then sprint 25metres, turn jog 50metres then sprint 50metres, 
turn around jog 25metres then sprint 75metres, turn jog 75metres, then sprint 
25metres, turn jog 50metres then sprint 50metres, turn around jog 25metres 
then sprint 75metres, turn jog 75metres, then sprint 25metres, turn jog 
50metres then sprint 50metres, turn around jog 25metres then sprint 
75metres, turn jog 75metres, then sprint 25metres, turn jog 50metres then 
sprint 50metres, turn around jog 25metres then sprint 75metres, turn jog 
75metres, then sprint 25metres, turn jog 50metres then sprint 50metres, turn 
around jog 25metres then sprint 75metres. 

1200metres @ VO2 max pace 

Hill Repeats  

60secs/45secs/30secs/15secs walk backs equal to work effort x 10 repeats of 
the ladder 

5 x 1minute, 10 x 30seconds, 5 x 1minute, 10 x 30seconds, walk back 
recoveries 

1 x 5 minutes, 5 x 3 minutes, 5 x 1 minute. walk back recoveries 

 If you are interested in reading more articles 
and programs from Ashley Jones check out: 

Getstrength Platinum 
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